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PREFACE
It is with the understanding that each teacher has unique
problems.which are considered apart from the all-over problems of
'

the school that I prepare this paper.
The primary ~ims of this study are (1) to develop a plan
for more effective communication of general information in the
first grade, (2) to prepare a handbook for parents to inform them of
the policies and procedures of the Decatur School System, and (3) to
revise the form used for the narrative report to parents.
These suggested improvements are only intended to supplement
current practices at the Mary W. French School, that of at least one
conference during the first semester, and a report in letter form
during the latter part of the second semester.
I wish to express my sincere appreciation and thanks to the
chairman of my graduate studies, Dr. Arthur U. Edwards for his counsel
and for his help in organizing this paper.

Also, I am indebted to

Miss Charlotte Meyer, Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Elementary

Education and to Mrs. Hazel Dunivan, Principal of Mary

w.

French

School for professional stimulation and guidance in past years.
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CHAPTER I
THE IMPORTANCE OF CONFERENCES
AND NARRATIVE REPORTING
The school cannot provide all the educational needs of a child,
therefore, a complete understanding ?f the mutual task confronting
both parent and teacher is absolutely essentialo

The responsibility for

.the child's development is a joint one, as what happens to him either
in school or at home affects his total behavior.
When teachers accept the responsibility for the education of a
child, it is recognized that this means working closely with parents,
and should be an important part of the school curriculumo

This relation-

ship can be brought about· through a scheduled conference between parent
and teacher early in the yearo

This face-to-face relationship can bring

about a mutual understanding of the needs of the child, good will
toward the school, and a cooperative effort towards the child's social
development and academic progress.
After we have these children under our influence
and direction for six hours a day, guiding and
forming their character as well as influencing
their minds, we owe it to the parents to report
and share with them the problems, -progress and
attitudes of their children.l
Conferences and narrative reporting are the accepted methods of
communication in the Decatur Public Schools.

The preparation of a good

conference requires special thought and a great deal of time.

Goody-

1June Gilbert, "What About Our Grading System?", The Grade
Teacher, Vol. LXXIV, February 1957, No. ,6, p. 18.

2

koontz says:
Like the writing of individual letters, teacherparent conferences are difficult, too. They require
the teacher to collect samples of the child's work
and carefully plan some of the points to be covered.
They call for skill in hllinan relations, so that each
can understand the other's concern. They demand
accurate speech, so as not to give wrong impressions.
They require ability to see significant things, so as
not to waste time with anecdotes.2
In addition to conferences, accurate and diagnostic written
reports will also serve as useful instruments in personalizing the
education of children.

The ultimate success of face-to-face relation-

ships and the written reports to parents depends upon the correction of
any problem or problems that may arise.
The problem confronting the writer's situation is essentially
one of adequate time--finding sufficient uninterrupted time for the
development of a cooperative and rewarding conference, and for writing
letters reporting academic achievement, social adjustment and diagnostic
help.

Here D'Evelyn agrees that conferences const.nne much of the teacher's

time and sugges·ts adjustment of the school curriculum.
As an integral and vital part of the school curriculum,
conferences cannot be relagated to after-school hours,
when teachers are weary from long day's work, with
possibly more hours of preparation for the next day's
work still ahead. They must become a part of the
regular program, and time must he set aside for them
just as time is set aside for the various school
activities.3
The thinking in some areas is that we should have more conferences
as the matter of timing is of great value.

"Parents to teacher communica-

2Bess Goodykoontz, "A Report on Report Cards," Education Digest,
Vol. XXI, December 1955, p. 12.
3Katherine D'Evelyn, Individual Parent~Teacher Conferences, A
Manual for Teachers of Young Children, (New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1956) p. 92.

3

tion is so valuable a part of reporting that we should not be content
with the regularly scheduled conferences, two, three, or four times
a year. 114

Peterson reprimands teachers for not making more use of the

telephone for "quick, on-the-spot reports."
Written reports in letter form which describe the pupil's
progress in all phases of his school achievement have several possible
advantages over traditional or formal reports.

Yet, unless one is

skilled in narrative writing, makes use of available material, and
reflects on what it means in reference to the child's best development,
the report may be stereotyped, inaccurate and of little value to the
parent or to the following teacher.

Strang takes a realistic view of

the situation,
Letters also take a large amount of the teacher's time.
In order to send out thoughtful letters to all parents
at regular intervals, he must begin writing two or
three weeks before the end of each reporting period.
Unless time for writing reports is provided in the
teacher's professional day, he is sure to feel overburdened.5
Even though eelucators recognize that narrative reporting and
conferences are time constnning, they advocate this method of reaching
the parents in preference to the more formal report.

"There should be

frequent contacts between parents and 'teachers, either by way of
written or oral reports. 116

The writer feels that this is the most

satisfactory way of reporting, but due to the complexities of changes,
and increased interest in the education of children, parents are
· 4vera Peterson, ''Reporting a 6-way Communication, 11 The Association
for Childhood Education International, Vol. XXXII, October 1955, No. 2.
5Ruth Strang, Reporting to Parents, (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1952) p. 31.

6P. o.

Edwards, 0 How Is My Child Doing? 11
December 1957, No. 4, p. 19.

Grade Teacher, Vol. LXXV,
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expecting longer conferences and more detailed reportso

It is

impossible to do justice to all phases of the school program and comply
with the wishes of present day parentso

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND EVALUATION OF THE REPORTING
PROGRAM IN THE DECATUR SCHOOLS
Through the cooperative action of supervisors, teachers and
parents, the Decatur Public School System developed an improved method
of reporting which has been in operation since 19490

Prior to the

adoption of the present method of reporting, the committee undertaking
this responsibility, studied ways of reporting in other areas, evaluated
the comments and suggestions of teachers and parents as they were
expressed during called meetings, and collected data from questionnaires
sent out to get the thinking of parents and teachers as plans progressed.
The outcome, considered in keeping with the principles and policies of
the school system, resulted in a tentative plan which was to begin in
the primary departmente
It was suggested that the teachers in kindergarten, first grade
and second grade report pupil progress through at least one conference
and two letter-type reportso

After a year of experimenting, constructive•

criticism by teachers and the evaluation of further questionnaires, and
more meetings, final plans evolved.
department were:

The adopted plans for the primary

at least one conference during the first semester and

one letter-type report during the second semester.
being the elimination of one written reporto

The only difference

This form of reporting met

with the approval of parents and they requested a revision of the form
of reporting in the intermediate grades.

6

Periodic evaluation is necessary in any school system and parents
in the Oecatur area were polled by questionnaire once again in 1956.
Out of approximately 2,500 questionnaires sent to find out:

(1) Have

you found that conferences were worth while? and (2) Would you like them
to continue?' 1,786 replies indicated "yes" to the first question, and
1,761 indicated "yes" to the second question.
This pa!3t year a questionnaire was sent to 63 parents of children
at Mary w•. French School who are to· enter the first grade in the fall
of 1958.

The purpose of the inquiry was to get information to the

following questions:
1.

Do you feel it would be profitable for the parents
of first grade children to meet as a group early
in September (before the first individual conference)
so that we might tell you of the yearly program and
answer some of the questions you may have?

2.

Will you re-read your last report and then conunent
freely upon those things that you would like to know
more about concerning your child's future progress
in the first grade?

It was suggested that parents omit their names from the comments,
yet, many did sign their names.
and unsigned returns.

Responses varied among both the signed

The generalization made from the responses mailed

indicated that parents of children who had had other children in the
.firstgrade (there are two first grade rooms in operation at Mary

w.

French School), and who had experienced success, seemed to think a
~-

group meeting was unnecessaryo \ Other parents, particularly those who
were having their first child enter school, favored the early meeting.
A few made brief suggestions.

All responses were not in written form

as many parents called and other expressed themselves when there were
chance meetings on the streeto

7

To the 59 parents of children who were leaving the first grade,
a similar letter was sent to them seeking information to the following
questions:
1.

Now that the conferences are over and conference
reports have been read, will you comment free~y
upon those matters which you would like to have
had more specific information?

2.

Were there any terms used in the reports that
seemed vague? lf so, please state which ones
they were and how you interpreted them.

3.

Were there any terms that were too general?

4.

After having re-read the kindergarten and first
grade reports, do you recognize any continuity
· between them as far as work habits, achievement,
or social development are discussed?

s.

In which areas have you noticed most progress?

6.

Where has there been a lack of information in
the following areas: emotional and social
development, health habits, academic achievement,
work habits, and special aptitudes?

Again it was suggested that names be omitted from the returns.
It was thought that opinions would be more in keeping with their true
feelings.

Parental responses were often signed and telephone and face-

to-face reports were made.

All parents did not reply and the findings

from the oral and written responses were:
1.

From the written reports, content and sentence
structure indicated that parents from the upper
and middle groups responded •

. 2.

There was a favorable attitude toward the present
method of reporting.

3.

The majority of the letters highly praised the
clarity of the written reports regarding academic
progress and social adjustment.

4.

There was a note of appreciation in many responses
for the seemingly endless hours required to write
the reports and time spent in conferences.

8

5.

A meeting ~arly in September was acceptable.

The conclusions drawn from the survey in 1956, and the one in
1958, indicated that present methods of reporting were still highly
favorable.
Supporting this opinion Hardin has this to offer:
Do parents grow less and less interested in meeting
their child's teacher as he moves up into the grades?
If there is any doubt on this score, data reported
last spring by one school system offers encouraging
convincing evidence. There were 5,970 children in
the elementary school, and 5,119 parents had appeared
for indiv~dual conferences with the teachers - 85.7
per cent.
.
.
The problem which is of great concern to the writer is this:
How can one continue present methods of communicating with parents when
available time after school is limited and no time is allowed during
the hours the children are in school for conferences or assembling
needed materials and information, or for writing the narrative reports?
The pressures from large classes, added meetings and responsibilities,
and long conferences forces needed changes.
The shortening of the conference period would not change the
situation unless other provisions were made.

There are so many important

matters which need to be discussed that a short conference would not
give parents or teachers the necessary time to do justice to the child.'
Teachers have long realized that wheri"''parents have much to tell and
do them the honor of listening, there will come new and deeper understanding.118

Parents, too, in return for the attention given them, have

7Mary Hardin, "Teachers and Parents Talk It Over," National
Parent-Teacher, Vol. LI, September 1956, No. 1, p. 16.
8Grace Langdon and Irving W. Stout, Teacher-Parent Interviews,
(New York: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1954) p. 310.

9

a deeper respect for the teacher whose first concern is the welfare of
their child.
A conscientious teacher readily accepts the role of a good
listener and to the best of his ability answers questions that arise, or
frankly admits that he has no answer.
It must give parents a very comfortable feeling to
know that their child's teacher is willing to tell
them what goes on and to explain why things are as
they are. It would certainly seem that no one has
better right to know. Perhaps they wonder how one
can be sure that fundamentals of arithmetic are going
to be learned, or how printing is taught in the lower
grades instead of writing, or why children are allowed
to move around the room instead of staying in their
seats. --- It takes time to explain such things as
these, especially when one wants parents' ideas about
them and to find out what the youngster had said at
home about them. It takes respect for parents'
feelings to be willing to listen to their connnents,
especially when one does not agree with their point of
view.,9

'.

9 Ibid., p. 310.

CHAPTER 111

SUGGESTED WAYS TO INFORM PARENTS
BEFORE INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES
Many experimental plans are underway in.seeking a more suitable
way to meet the problem of adequate time for reporting to parents.

Some

schools are including on the teaching staff, a "floating teacher" who
can take over a class room.

In some areas, one afternoon a,weekis set

aside for conferences and other meetingso

Mccowan and Bryan suggest

two full days early in October as adequate for reportingo

"To permit

time for these conferences, two full days are designated as conference
days, on which pupils do not report to schoolo 11 l0
Through the efforts of the Teacher's Welfare Committee, in
1956 the Decatur School System adopted a plan for released time for
conferences.

Early dismissal on Wednesday (2:30) was to provide time

for faculty meetings, connnittee meetings and conferenceso

If one

served on several connnittees, very little time was left for conferences.
The problem of what to do with the children on the days of early
dismissal was solved by cooperating agencies.

Churches, scout leaders,

the Y.M.C.A., dancing schools, and the recreation department planned
all the extra-curricular activities at this time.

Parents were well

satisfied with this arrangement.

lOEmeline Mccowen and Roy C. Bryan, ''Reporting to Parents
on Pupil Progress, 11 Elementary School Journal, Vol. LVI, September 1955),
Po 33.

11

Due to a recent ruling, the class hours have been extended by
one hour in the first grade and released time for conferences has been
eliminated.

This does not permit as much time for conferences or the

writing of narrative reports as previously.

Each year seems to bring

on a new problem and with a large enrollment (35 in the past year) the,\
urgency of the problem demands study.
A possible suggestion is a group meeting early in the school
year to orient the parents and answer questions that are of a general
nature.

Mort and Vincent share this viewo
Meetings of the parents of pupils of a single grade
are proving very satisfactory in our school system~
Problems pertaining to the particular grade are
discussed and information pertaining to this specific
aspect of the school program is made the predominant
part of the meeting. Being in a smaller group, parents
are much more willing to ask questions and the discussion
is much livelier. All teachers who have classes of
the grade are present. Whenever such grade meetings
of parents and teachers are planned the parents are
notified by post card.11
Educators do not agree upon one single best way of reporting to

parents and for some areas, a group meeting preceding the regular
conferences serves many purposes.

Goodykoontz says:

Sometimes the parents of children in a certain class
will talk with the teacher as a group. These discussions
need not focus on individual children. Rather, they
fonn a backdrop against which a parent can interpret
why Bruce said what he did; what his test grade meant;
what a book report is supposed to be; and how to help
with homework. Probably the more observation,
discussions, the less important is a written report
from teacher to parent. For each has already told the
other what they want to know.12

11Paul R. Mort and William Vincent, Modern Educational Practice,
(1950) p. 365.
12Bess Goodykoontz, 11A Report on Report Cards," Education Digest,
Vol. XXI, December 1955, Po 13.

12

Edwarcs sees a need for preplanning before having a conference.
Experience has shown, however, that some conferences
develop into expressions of generalities. Best
results occur when there has been preplanning to the
extent that parents know what is expected of them.
(Sometimes a P.T.A. Meeting or study group can be
profitably devoted to learning some of the techniques
of parent-teacher conferencing.13
The above is suggested to meet just one phase of the problem,
i.e.

that the conference itself be well organized.
The experience of others is similar.

Here is another possible

s0lution:
The teacher who wants to give parents advance preparation may find it helpful to have the room mother
sponsor a preliminary meeting. Perhaps the meeting
could feature an appropriate film. Skippy and the
Three R's for example.--Or there might be a discussion
of a topic such as 'Things I'd Like to Talk About at
a Teacher-Parent Conference' including suggestions
from both teachers and parents.14
·
Most parents find it difficult to attend meetings especially
those parents whom you need to reach.

Usually parents are more responsive

when their children are in the first grade and a special effort has been
made to invite them.

If the children are to be in school while the

meeting is in session, they can engage in some activity under the supervision of an older child, or the principal can substitute as the teacher.
In a comfortable room, after introductions have been made,
discussion might begin.

Fram past experience (9 years of conference

reporting) some of the same questions repeat themselves year after year.

l3P.O. Edwards, 11How Is My Child Doing?"
No. 4, December 1957, p. 19.

Grade Teacher, Vol. LXXV,
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During the past interviews, the questions most frequently asked were
these:
1.

When will my child read?

2.

W1'IY do you have the bi-basal reading system?

3.

What is the difference between the Scott, Foresman
Series and the Macmillan Series?

4.

What is a basic reading series?

S.

Does my child read, from only one of these?

6.

In which reading group will he be?

7.

Why are there three reading groups?

8.

What is readiness?

9.

Is each child getting the same reading instruction?

My child has already had kindergarten.

10.

What is sight reading?

11.

Do you teach phonics?

12.

Are individual differences taken care of?

13.

Is it right to help my child at home?

14.

What can I do to help him?

15.

Do you give any tests?

16.

What will we find out about the tests?

(In reading, writing and ntnnbers.)

The above questions will stimulate other pertinent questions.
In addition to these, it will be necessary to talk of the importance of
children learning to express themselves acceptably and well, the taking
of trips, adjustment to new surroundings and new routine, the readiness
to read and the emotional aspects of learning to read, the role of the
parent in assisting the school in helping the child to make a good
beginning, the goals, standards and other requirements.

Other consider-

ations at this meeting will be ways of reporting progress during the
school year, the importance of visits, and a sincere invitation to visit

14
frequently.
With these explained, whenever a parent or teacher suggests a
conference, it is more certain that specific points will be discussed
in less time.

Health habits, personal traits, friendship,and academic

achievement, along with diagnostic help are likely to be considered.
When both the parent and the teacher are aware of their respective roles
in making a contribution to the success of the conference, more can be
achieved.
It is not expected that all the parents will attend, but if
the majority do attend and carry the message back to the parent who did
not attend, much will be gained.

In all probability all parents will

not remember everything that was discussed at the group meeting.

For

this reason a convenient aid in the form of a handbook would help to
review the main points of the discussion.

It is hoped that this handbook

will also serve these purposes:
1.

Be an invaluable aid to the parent who works and
cannot attend meetings or visit school.

2.

Be an invaluable aid to the parent who enters a
child after school has been in session several
months.

3.

Be an invaluable aid as a reference when specific
matters arise.

CHAPTER IV
CONTENT OF THE HANDBOOK
The writer has written a handbook which is indicative of the
content of a publication suggested for use in the first grade of
Mary W. French School.

Possible uses for these materials will be

indicated in this paper.
In the previous chapter, the place of a handbook in the
orientation of parents was discussed.

The advantages of the handbook

have also been presented previously.
Outline:
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Cover

B.
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Reporting Pupil Progress
Cooperation Between Home and School

YOUR CHILD
IN THE FIRST GRADE

MARY W. FRENCH SCHOOL
DECATUR, ILLINOIS

FORWARD

Dear Parent:
We realize that a six-year-old approaches an important
time in his life when he enters the first grade -- that of experiencing
the thrill of learning to read.

The success of this experience is

dependent upon a good all-around development, physical, mental, social
and emotional.

Whatever may be done to help make the formal education

of a six-year-old a year of happy, challenging and successful
experiences should be of concern to both parents and school.
The purpose of this handbook is to acquaint parents with the
purposes and practices of the instructional program in the first
grade.

It helps the child if the parents know what the school is doing.
It is also hoped that this handbook will stimulate questions

and suggestions that will be of further assistance in strengthening
the educational practices of our school.
You are welcome to inquire about your child's progress at any
time.

You are invited to visit school and observe your child at work.
Pauline Pachciarz
First Grade Teacher
Mary W. French School

LOOKING AT A SIX-YEAR-OLD
The sequence of growth is similar in nonnal children.

Yet, no

two children are exactly alike in the way they pass through this
sequence.

There are, however, certain stages of development that apply

to most six-year-olds, and we need to know these stages of development.
We must, however, consider individual differences and make the necessary
allowances when applying these stages of development to a particular
child.
The following is a chart of normal development for a six-yearold:
1.

His eyes are not yet mature; there is a tendency
to far-sightedness.

2.

His large muscles are better developed than the
small ones.

3.

His body growth proceeds more slowly.

4.

His permanent teeth begin to appear.

5.

He is easily fatigued.

6.

He wants to be first and is less cooperative.

7.

He learns best through active participation.

8.

He regresses when tires; often less mature
at home or with outsiders.

9.

He needs encouragement and praise.

10.

He needs opportunity for activities of many
kinds and concrete learning situations.

llo

He needs responsib·ilities without pressure.

12.

He needs wise supervision with a minimum amount
of interference.

SCHOOL HOURS
8: 45 to 11: 30

12:45 to 3:15

Afternoon Session

Children should not arrive before 8: 30 in the morning or
12:30 in the afternoon as there are no patrol boys on duty before
these times to assist the children safely across Wood Street and
Main Street.
Patrol boys are stationed at these busy corners at 8:45 and
12: 45 and remain there until the tardy bell rings.

After the

children approach the corner, they are to wait until they are given
the signal to cross the street.

These boys will also start your

'child safe.ly on his way home after school.
Help start your chilcl safely on his. way to school.

Children

should know the following precautions for c!l1ossing unguarded intersections:
1.,.

Cross only at comers.
·)~

-~

2.

·wait at the curb to look both ways, left, and then right.

3.

Do not cross from behind a parked car.

4.

Walk quickly, but do not run.

s.

Walk on the sidewalk.

6.

Have a definite route to school.

20

7o

Do not take short-cuts through alleys, or other
people's yards.

It is important that children are in school every day and on
time.

Their future success and happiness may be affected by irregular

attendanceo

Forming good habits also help children to learn that

school is their job and they have something to do every day.

PREPARATION FOR SCHOOL
Your child will feel more secure when he can do things for
himself.

Provide ample opportunities to give him the necessary

experiences.

1.

2.

3.

His adjustment at school will be more rapid.
Is he ready?
a.

Clean body

b.

Clean teeth

c.

Clean clothing

de

Hair neatly combed

e.

Shoes polished

f.

Fingernails clean

Does he know?
a.

His full name

b.

His street and house m.nnber

c.

His telephone ntnnber

d.

How to dress himself

e.

How to get to school

You can help him by:
a.

Marking his coat, sweater, mittens, cap, rubbers
or galashes with name tags.

b.

providing him with a fresh handkerchief or
tissue everyday.

c.

Providing him with rubbers or galashes large
enough so he may put them on and pull them off
easily by himself.

d.

Teaching him to tie his shoe strings.

e •. Providing him with clothes that he himself can
put on; and have buttons, button holes, and other
fasteners large enough for him to handle.

22

4.

See that he gets:
ao

Enough sleep and rest for a good days work and
play.

b.

Eats a balanced breakfast before he comes to
school.

FIRST GRADE DAILY PROGRAM
8:45 - 9:00

Pledge - News - Plans for the day

9:00 - 10:15

Reading (three groups)

10: 15 - 10: 30

.Recess (supervised)

10:30 - 10:55

Numbers

10:55 - 11:15

Writing

11:15 - 11:30

Social Studies

11:30

Noon Dismissal

Friday
10:30 .. 11:30

12:45 -

1:05

Music

1:05 -

2:20

Reading (three groups)

2:20 -

2:30

Milk

2:30 -

2:55

Physical Education

2:55 -

3:15

Monday:

Science

Tuesday:

Health

Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:

Science
Safety

Library

Art

24

Reading In The First Grade
Most children anticipate starting to school so they can begin
to read.

Don't expect them to be reading the first day of school.

There must first be a general mental, emotional, physical and social
preparedness for reading.

Some children will be ready to learn to

read the first day, but there will be a large number who will need a
gradual transition from "getting ready" to "learning how" to read.
Individual differences will need to be considered and for a minority
an extended program will be necessary.
The readiness program for the preparation of reading will
include skills of seeing similarities and differences in word patterns,
of distinguishing between two sounds, of observing details, of forming
good left to right eye movements, of paying attention, remembering, and
talking things over informally.
Children vary in the readiness each shows for each succeeding
step in beginning reading.

After a relatively shorter period of readiness

training, some children will be ready for The Big Book·which is part of
the Curricullllll Foundation Series published by Scott, Foresman and Company.15
/

Others can progress with success if started in the Macmillan Series
under the editorship of Arthur I. Gates, et. &l., published by the
Macmillan Company.

16

These two series are used bi-basally.

Usually there are three reading groups in the first grade.

For

various reasons some children need a longer period of preparation for
formal book reading.

The Macmillan Readers have taken this into consid-

l5william S. Gray, Marian Monroe, Artley A. Sterl, May,Hlll•·:Arbuthnot, Lillian Gray, "The New Basic Readers," Curriculum Foundation Series,
(Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1955).

16

Arthur I. Gates, Mi.tiriam Huber, Frank s. Salisbury, Josephine L.
Wright, Macmillan Readers, (New York: Macmillan Company, 1957).
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eration.

They have also deliberately reduced the difficulty of

the reading material, and have increased it later at a time when pupils
have the power to progress more rapidly.
To further provide for individual differences, a variety of
supplementary materials including the Weekly Reader are available
to all children in the primary grades.

Also, the children reading

in one series may read independently in another series when they are
ready.
The reading material in the first grade contains stories
about children, family life, pets, toys, farm animals, zoo animals and
corrn:nunity helpers.

Previous experiences as well as new first-hand

experiences (trips) will further their understanding of what they read.
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Writing I n ~ First Grade
Just as reading is associated with the first year of school,
so is learning to writeo

As in the case of reading, it is better for

a child to learn to write in school under direct supervision to avoid
learning wrong habits which may be very difficult to unlearn.
Manuscript writing will be used in the first grade.

The

advantage of manuscript writing lies in the fact that it is much like
the print in the reading books.

Manuscript writing saves children

time because motions are learned quickly and can be learned while it
is being used for a real purpose.
Often after children have had the preparatory lessons in writing
at school they want to practice at home.

The policy of the school is

to give the children experience at the blackboard for at least six
weeks before they use the beginners pencil.

It is suggested here that

if the children practice at home, they follow the same practices they
learned at school.
The alphabet which follows is to be used as a guide only if
the children practice at home.
Your child may need more practice in using his large muscles
in order to relax.

Give him the Want Ad section of the newspaper and

a black crayon and have him practice large strokes.
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HOW TO MAKE THESE LITTLE LETTERS
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Numbers In The First Grade
The numbers in the first grade should have meaning to a child.
To make numbers meaningful:
1.

Help the child to recognize the need for understanding
numbers. and solving problems.

2.

Help each child see the meaning and relationship of
numbers.

3.

Help each child acquire computation skill.

4.

Help each child develop the ability to apply mathematical
knowledge to real-life situations.

The following is an outline of what we teach in grade one:
Counting - -

1.

Reading and writing by one's through 100.

2.

Ordinal counting (oral).

3.

Number names through ten.

4.

Counting, reading and writing by lO's through 100.

Addition - 1.

Facts with sums of 6 or less.

Substraction - 1.

Facts with minuends 0f 6 or less.

Number - 1.

Language (oral usage primarily).

Measurement - 1.

Types of measuring instruments and their use.

Numerous ways ef purchasing - Telling Time - 1.

Even hour.

Money - 1.

Penny, nickel, and dime.

~

- - half of a whole and one-half of a group.

Because a child understands the meaning of numbers, it is hoped
that he will discover that he can and does use numbers in daily
experiences.

Many children have had number experiences prior to entering

school that have given them a good number background.

Not all children

possess the same background; therefore, they will need many first-hand
experiences in the classroom as well as at home to aid them in acquiring
more precise conceptso
You may help him at home by:
l •. Providing him with objects such as buttons, toothpicks,
etc., which he may arrange in mmiber groups
0

2.

Directing his attention to number groups in everyday
life.

3.

Helping him understand such number vocabulary as more,
less, ,higher, longest, etc.

4.

Giving him opportunities to tell time (hour and half-hour)
and to use money.

In providing these experiences do not attempt to make them so
difficult that he will find it beyond his ability and become discouraged.

Music In The First Grade

------

All children enjoy music; they differ in degree of enjoyment
and in the type of songs they like.

The policy of the school is to

have music daily for boys and girls in order to give them a better
understanding and background for later music and to make it a vital,
and more enjoyable part of his life.
The five fold program of music activities to be presented
according to the needs, abilities and development of the group consists
of:
1.

Singing - - learning songs by imitation, matching
tones, playing singing games.

2.

Rhythmic - - continuation of free rhythmic activity,
responding to note groups heard, playing simple
directed folk dances and games.

3.

Listening distinguishing simple elements in
music, such as mood, rhythm, instr1.D11ents and themec

4.

Playing - - continuing use of rhythm instrmnents.

s.

Creating - - giving opportunities for original
responses in rhythms, songs, playing and listening.

Art In The First Grade
Through the art program each child is given the opportunity to
develop his creative abilities.

Each is encouraged to use art materials

and tools as a means of individual development and as a source of personal
satisfaction.
A child in the first grade uses the same tools and materials that
the child in the kindergarten uses, howeve~ he improves in coordination
between mind.and hand.
next is unhurried.

His esthetic development from one level to the

Science, Health, Physical Education, and Social Studies in the First
Grade
The science curriculum is planned to cover the five
major units listed:
1.

Living things

2.

Weather

3.

Machines

4.

Earth

5.

Magnets

A

variety of materials and books are used to develop the basic

understandings as listed in the science course of study of Decatur
Schools.
HEALTH:
The health courses are concerned principally with the building
of daily health habits of healthful living.
required at entrance (kindergarten).

Physical examinations are

Those not having a physical

examination in kindergarten should have one before entering the first
grade.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
The children are under supervision during the physical education
class.

When it is possible, organized games are played outdoors.

During

inclement weather, the children will be supervised in active games in
the classroom.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
The social studies program has been arranged to fit present
day needs.

In the first grade the units are related to Living in the

City and Living in the Country.

Throughout the program emphasis will

be placed upon cooperative planning, acceptance of individual
responsibility, and critical thinking.

This program will help to:

1.

Increase the child's background of experiences.

2.

Add information about his immediate environment.

3.

Develop basic skills and habits such as effective
reading and thinking.

4.

Develop good habits of citizenship.

Reporting Pupil Progress
The means of reporting progress consists of a minimum of one
parent-teacher conference, a written progress report, and a written
statement at the end of the year.

There is no specified time for

scheduling conferences or )?reparing written reports.

However, it is

suggested that conferences come first, and that written reports be
completed by May 1.
We urge you to visit school at anytime to observe your child
at work.

The best time to visit is in the morning.

Stay at least

an hour.

It would also be an. excellent ti.mete make an appointment

for a conference.

Cooperation Between~ and School
Together we can make each child's adjustment to school a happy
and helpful experience.

Beiri.g prepared to meet the challenging

problems is a step toward success.
A few reminders:
1.

Join the Parent-Teacher Association, and take
an active part iri. its activities.

2.

Read carefully all notices sent home

3.

Send a written excuse when your child is absent
or tardy.

4.

Let your child know you are interested in his
work. Share experiences with your child.

5.

Your school is g~r,Hlinely interested in your child's
development and success.

0

CHAPTER V
SUGGESTED REPORT FORMS
For some years there has been a widespread dissatisfaction with
the methods of reporting to parents.

During this period of discontent,

the methods of reporting have been under constant study.

The report

card of yesterday is not the same as the report card of today.
The elderly citizen is familiar with the practice of marking
on the basis of a percentage system.

A departure from this was the

use of multiple letter grades whereby per cents were grouped and given
letter symbols: A equals 92.5 to 100, B equals 85.0 to 92.4, etc.
This was followed by the two-point scale, the
"Unsatisfactory 11 marking systems.

11

Satisfactoryr 1 and

This method of marking report cards

simplified grading but it also told less about the child.

The two-

point system did have one advantage in that it tended to reduce the
importance attached to marks.
Educators soon realized that the mere manipulation of symbols
is not an indication of progress.
such terms as ncitizenship 01 ,

11

Added to the two-point system were

Deportment 0 or "Conduct".

Too often

many of the terms overlapped, and too, pupils were graded when they had
not had opportunities or experiences in school to show their

Dependa-

11

bility11 or ability at "Self-Direction .. "
A more personal method of reporting came into use -- that of
Parent-Teacher conferences.

There was less likelihood of misunder-

standing when parents and teacher talked over problems and exchanged

·'
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information.

Although this method of reporting proved highly· desirable

in some school systems, it does not provide for some k~nd of written
report that is necessary for school records in other school systems.

In substitution for conferences, some schools adopted the plan
of writing letters.

This proved to be workable only when the teacher

was highly skilled in doing an effective job of making herself understood.

The possibility of being misunderstood is present to a greater

degree than in the use of a printed fonn.

The report fonn which is

checked may be a short cut to writing reports, but unless it contains
many items, it can misrepresent actual achievement and development.
"One educator .summed up the subject by remarking that a check list could
make a psychopathic child look like an honor student if his particular
shortcomings didn't happen to be listed on the form. 1115
A variety of methods have evolved from the attempts of educators
to improve the practice of reporting.

In the past the tendency has

been to use the same report card form throughout the entire school.

It

is now realized that the goals for the child in the primary department
need not be the same as those for later grades.

Studies have also

shown that revisions are occuring at a faster rate in the lower grades
than elsewhere.

The Indiana Resea:rch Bulletin reports some alarming

trends in report card revisions.

The trends which appear to be having

an adverse effect on report card development are:
1.

Report card revision is proceeding without
s1,1fficient sense. of direction. We are not
working toward clearly discerned goals, and
we are not in general agreement on where
we should be going.

HElizabeth Pope, "Report Cards II McCall I s Magazine, (Mc@a.U
Corporation, 1955).
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Report card revision has been tn0tivated too
much by ideological and philisophical considerations and not enough by sound educational
and psychological considerations.
Symbols used to evaluate academic achievement
are sometimes used to evaluate work habits and
personality traits, in spite .of the fact that
achievement and behavior are evaluated according
to different standards and require the use of
different symbols.
·There has been some tendency to base grades on
a conglomeration of achievement and behavior
variables.
The tendency to substitute a system of grading
on the basis of ability for a system of grading
on the basis of actual performance is full of
dangerous complications.
Some revised report cards are too complex and
toe lengthy.
The large number of different sets of symbols
which are in use tends to create confusion and
uncertainty in the minds of parents, pupils,
and teachers.
Many of the work habits and personality traits
which are in use are poorly defined and difficult
to evaluate. To correct this, everything
possible should be done to define habits and traits
in terms of specific behaviors.
In an attempt to get away from the problems
involved in using grading systems which make four
or five discriminations, such as ABCDF and 12345,
there has been a tendency to change to grading
systems which only two discriminations are used
such as P-F and s-u. In general, however, such
changes have created more problems than they have
solved.16

Some of the trends were promising in that they indicated a
definite improvement in marking and reporting.

These were:

1.

The inclusion of evaluations of work habits and
personality traits is connnendable. Although a
child's academic development comes first, other
phases of a child's development cannot be
neglected.
2. Symbols are being defined more adequately. This
has been desperately needed, since a symbol is
only as good as its definition.

18Beeman Phillips, "Characteristics of Report Cards Used in
Indiana,'' Indiana Research Bulletin, Vol. III, February 1956, p. 19.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

An increasing number of report cards are showing
why a particular grade was given. This helps to
make the grade more meaain.gful.
More report cards are sh0wing strengths and weaknesses in each subject. This generally is done
by checking subtopics under general subject
headings,
The term 'report 0£ pr0gress' is being used more
often. This is a reflecti0m 0£ the general
emphasis on progress and gr&wth which also is
reflected in some of tae gradit1g systems which are
employed.
The written report is meilitg increasingly used on
a supplemental basis. Ia,st:ea,d of relying entirely
on written reports, they are being used only when
necessary.
Personality traits like at,tite'4,es 0r citizenship
are being defiaed ia tems 0.f St)·e,cific behaviors.
This avoids the ab10,st mn,p01ssiele task of
evaluating a gefteralized ·bali>it er trait, and
increases the ac~~raey ef ~,e1rs0,nality evaluations. 17

Herein the writer presents tl!!.re,e typ,es 0£ re,p,0,rtimg metheds.

These

are indicated under samples:
A.

Report to Parents, Decat\il·r Public Sah00ls

B.

General Comments, Eas.tein Illi,n0is University
Laboratery Sch00l, @h.ar1es·t·.~·Fl, Illimais

C.

Progress Rep0rt, Niagara Falls, Nrew Yark

There follows a suggested. revisi(!)m. far re,,ertiRg pregress to
parents to replace the method of re\Jertin.g as given im. sample A.
must be remembered that sample A, tbe Ret0rt t0 Parents, is omly a
part of the method of reporting ia tl\,e ]D:eeat.l!tr Sch00ls.

19 Ibid., p. 20.

It
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SAMPLE A
REPORT TO PARENTS
Decatur Public Schools
Decatur, Illi.nois
Lissa
Pup ii ' s Name

I.
II.

May 156 1958
te

Teacher I s Name ·

School

ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY

Days absent this year__~ -......- - ~

HEALTH -- Height_ _ _ _ __

Weight

--------------

Lissa's appearance is neat and clean. Her posture is good and she
actively participates in all games. Except for what appears to
be a perpetua~ cold, her health seems good.
III.

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
Lissa is a gay sociable girl, always involved in.something that is
interesting or lots of fun. She is loquacious, often forgetting
that others might like to express a few ideas of their own. She
accepts constructive criticism well, however, and will politely
and obediently give the others her attention.
Lissa is never without· a playmate. Yet, i~ ~lone, she can find
something to keep her busy and interested. There are times, though,
when sl'fe wants to be in more activities than she can handle well.
She will hurry from one to another not completing any of them
thoroughly.
She' likes to stay after school doing some little' chore just so that
she can talk and try many of the things she hadn't time for during
the day.

IV.

ACADEMIC ADJUSTMENT
l.issa listens attentively.to new material being presented and is
quick to grasp new ideas. If directions need to be repeated for
those less apt to understand them the first time, Lissa usually
gets interested in those about her or wants to supply the answers
for some child who needs the experience to solve things for himself.
Lissa is a fluent reader. She reads with understanding and is
capable of completing her workbook independently very quickly.
She })as completed the required reading material in the Scott,
Foresman Series and other supplementary reading material.
Lissa·• s writing has recently shown more improvement. · Even though
she is highly capable of spelling many words, she doesn't care
to write little stores because it takes too much time to write down
her ideas.
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Her understanding of the number concepts is fair. She
prefers reading and singing to any of the other subjects.
Lissa sings beautifully and loves to begin the song for
the class.
I hope Lissa will continue to enjoy her reading this summer.

TEAR HERE .AND RETURN TO SCHOOL
I have received and read your report of

---------------Date
Signature

PARENT'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

The report which foll0ws is sil;n!llar, yet involves more people.
There will be times when it will 'be ne,e,essary fer the supervisors of
art, music, physical educatien er aam,cd writing to make reports of progress.
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SAMPLE B
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Laboratory School
Charleston, Illinois
General Comments

----------------

Name

Grade

One

Term__~F_a_l_l_.__1~95~7~·--~

-------

Dear

As we have just finished this quarter of w0rk, we would like to
make a report on what we have been doing and how we have progressed.
We have sought to pr0mete physical, social and emotional growth
along with the development of particular attitudes, skills, habits and
knowledges.
In our reading peri@d we have ·l!lse.a a readiness program to promote
language development, good work aa:bit,s, reacli,J.'lg skills aad to foster
good attitudes toward reading. 1!4a•JJl.W cshildrEM!l m:0w have advars1ced to the
pre-primer level where we are ce1iil1ttiii\\\1d.,m,g to build the aeeve goals and
develop a sight vocabulary. Otae,rs ar·e still 0n a readiness level and
showing good growth in their work, alse.
Thus far our number work has li>e,EMt a concept building program
of numbers from one to ten and r~t,e c011!ll.\lting 1t?0 one hundred.
In art we have w0rked to devel.0p large muscular control and to
gain free expression using crayomi,s, te1;n,:[i>0ra paints, paste and scissors.
Most of the music perio,a has been speiat in rote singing with
emphasis on good tone quality and we,rlils sug expressively. Tone has
been allowed 'for the shy and um.cer,tain simger to develop a desire to sing
alone. Children have been enceura@ed to develop free rhythmic and creative
expression, and to learn how to listen.
Physical Education has c0nsisted chiefly of five different types
of activities this quarter: running games, ball activities, stunts,
rhythms, and classroom games. '.l'hroa~ running games we have been
learning to run fast in a strai~t liae and on a curve, to dodge, and to
make a reverse turn. Through ball activities we have been learning to
throw underhand accurately, t0 catch, to bowl, and to bounce a ball. In
rhythms we have used our imaguiation in creative activities, imitations,
and dramatizing story plays as well as learning some singing games. Above
all, we have fun every day.
In. Science we have observed the "Changes Around Us" as we watch
the autumn season come and end. This next term·we will watch the
changes. that winter brings and how it affects living things; plants,
animals and people. In Social Studies we have spent much time in getting
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acquainted and working on the unit ''Living Together at School."
As. a group, the children have settled into school routines well;
making satisfactory g~owth according to their needs, and level of
development. They are showing more interest and enjoyment in school
tasks and with few exceptions, work and play well together.

Since we have had a recent cenference no comments will be
included in this report. However, if there is additional information
you would like to have, please feel free to ask for a conference with
anyone of your child's teachers.. We are enjoying wo-r~im.g with your
child and would like for you to visit school when you can.
Sincerely yours,

First Grade Teacher

The third report is use<d in N,ta.g;a:ra Fall$, N1ew Yark.

It is

similar to the one used in Sauk C.C9'tlln:ty, Wisc0nsin.
It is unique in that it is

lt)Se:€1

enly fer the first grade.

other grades have a report fii>,lffll ae.si,g;m1e,a specifically for their
particular grade level.

All
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SAMPLE C
Niagara Falls, New York

Department of Education

************"'****** U *'lc'lc'I<

PROGRESS REPORT

************************** *****

PR1MARY - FIRST GRADE

Last Name

Grade

First Name

School

~S.chool Year

Teacher

Principal

********************A MESSAGE TQ PA.MWS**********************************
We believe that sclu,ols shen.il<!l. prepare children to live in a
democracy.
We recognize that ckildrea ar·e u,alik.e im. many ways and develop
at different rates.
The Elementary Schools 0£ Niai~ara Falls are helping your child
to grow in taking responsibilities.
Mentally------- .. --To learn. am.,a ui,se the 3 R's.
Physically--------Te be a kealtay child.
Emotionally-------To be a happy child.
Morally-.,·--------To decide what is right and live accordingly.
Socially----------Te acquire habits and skills to interest and
serve ether p,eeple. To understand and
appreciate 0d1.er people.
We hope that this report card will tell you how your child is
getting along on the basis of his owa abilities, and also where he is in
relation to his classmates. Occasienally comments will be enclosed on
a separate sheet. Please feel free to visit your school at any time. We
are always glad to plan a personal conference with you.
Superintendent of Schools
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Individual Progress for your child (Based upon the child's own abilities.)

MARKING KEY
C

. • • Very good.
Makes a whole hearted effort •
• • • . • Makes a good effort.
Tries to do what is expected.
• Effort not up to ability.

Commendable.

S Satisfactory
N Needs Improvement •

********************
.

...

HABITS AND ATTITRES

}fl

·~

~I
I prepare
b

h~ t

),1(

ff
ai
~-)

(!)tfi~,~~s,

Gr

t

I eJlil,ey cq,t:iickly

.~;J1ie

'&liUi

th

fr~

for our
school.

' '11111a,l\tk Y$,t:t'''

~~
I cle-1an ny

and clean.

teeth.

Atteridaace
Half Bays Absent
Times Tardy

i

I help care

I s~~Y '"iEWLeas e ,

~S'1"Sre 1'1 a)Jll,ill

I come neat

c'he,erfully.

a

'

~

0

~1f,.

my work.

S,]W~~l\4'.<'aift'.,.

-o/

/

I r1.n1.sh

r ·u,,,~~m waie!liii ·

I work.and
play well
with others •.
..

11i

quie,tly.

follow
directions

I

.

I WG>t'k.

work neatly.

0

********************U*

t

I use a clean

'

h:a,wkerch ie f daily

10

20

30

40
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*'k',tc'lr****************

PROGRESS IN SUBJECTS

************************~"****

Achievement Level - - (Based upon your child's position within his class
group as jud'ged by standardized tests, teacher made tests and careful
teacher observation.)
Marking Key

1. .

...

·:Above average for grade:.,

2.

• • Average for grade.
Below average for grade.

3• •

Minor items under the main headini'g·s in· PR@GiailSCS IN SUBJECTS are marked
plus or minus to show areas in which yc;):l!Jr chihi a.as sh0wn exceptional
prog1oess or has had difficulties. Miaer items n.ot marked may be presumed
to be satisfactory.
Individual
Progress

20

30

* * * * 'Ir

**

~'r

* * * * * ~'r * *
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Achievement
;L~vel

20

30

40

READING
Is gaimim,g skills n8leded ill
r~.gdi~tt
e_:a_ r.·, ~
_ ._·- - ~
-'~ ~.tlljm,r(ft.·:~.
ReaQJi
.....,.._...,,.
_ re~<il:s_ _-t---+----+---+
+---+--+--+--"----............
----"'-----f---+---+---+
L_
•. ___

- - - - - - - - - -Undersft
- - - .. _

LANGUAGE
SJPea¥s d;i.§t;il1)1¢t,:lv

Take$ Jlli;J,rt; ill! i!'l,I'gj111lat ic play
NUMBERS
Recogµiz~s ll).~Q~rs

SOCIAL ST'l!JDIES
Has knowledge of environment
ang pe!l)l!,lle im it
Shows gr19wth in solving
problet11$
Shows growth in getting
along with others

MUSIC
ART
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READING LEVEL (Based on daily work and tests.)
Reading Readiness~----~----Pre-primer
Primer
1st Reader

IF YOUR CHILD DOES WELL ON THIS PROGRESS REPORT, commend him. If his
marks indicate that he needs help, please come to the school and discuss
his problems with the teacher and principal.
Please remember that your child's teachers and principal are making a
sincere effort to know your child better. We attempt to teach skills and
provide experiences which help t'he chilcl to develop into a happy, wholesome, interesting personality.
With cooperation and understamcling, sucm. a goal ,is possible. Let's work
together.

A happy child is one who is net t!$mia.:cl a,~cd fearful.
A child should be ene0uraged t:e :f:~1ee jt,e,ality.

A contented child is not easily eM'ei::tt1e1<i1.

Pleasesign this pregress rep0rt ea@h 'Cil~rter and return it to school with
your child.

-------------

lQ week

-------------

20 week

30 week_____________
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***********"~***** RECOMMENDED

PLACEMENT

****************************A***

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i s assigned t o - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----------------------

grade room no.

beginning in September 19

Principal

Teacher

--------

--------""---------

Superintendent of School

The progress report which fal10ws is a s:iimplified form and is
suggested as a substitute for o'l!le whiei» ai,p,ears as s.-ple A.
this report of progress contaims it$~ ta

ae

Although

elit\eeked, it provides

adequate space for personaliziliii 0(!)$1ewes whisih give a mere accurate
report of the individual child.

This r ep0rt ef pr0gress could be sent
1

more frequently than sample A.

In addition to this meth0d 0f re,perting, it is well to remember
that when the occasion arises, a s;}il<i),rt nete 0r brief telephone call should
1

still be made.
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SAMPLED
STUDENT PROGRESS
Explanation of Mark~:
S - - I do well.

O

~

- I do especially well.

N - - I need more time
or effort.
Marking Period

Area of Growth

1

2

3

4

5

6

SOCIAL LIVING AND HEALTH

I follow directions
I work and play well with others.
I listen when others speak.
..

-. -

~

I follow safety rules.
·--~,-

..

I come to school neat and cleJ1-:a,•..
..

..

...

l use a handkerchief or tissue.
--

I rest quietly.
...

·-

I say ''Thank You, Please", and
"I'm sorry" at proper times.

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT
Has a happy attitude toward

W@~!K

Follows simple directions theu~t.fally.
Works in an orderly way.
Uses materials without waste.
Careful with toys aad materials. Fmits
them away when finished with ta.,em.
Likes to finish what he starts.
,..
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Area of Growth
READING, SPEAKING, AND WRITING

I am getting ready to read.
I understand what I read.
I discover new words myself.
I read aloud clearly.
I speak clearly.
I tell stories and happenings well.
I write my letter clearly.

COMMUNITY STUDY AND SCIENCE
I tell about my town and the wQrk pe0Ji)le.. ~0.
I plan ways to help at home.
I observe happenings in nature.
I tell about plants and animals ar0unre l!ls.

NUMBER WORK
I can count.
I write numbers properly.
I read numbers well.
I compare sizes, shapes, dl.istances.
I read the calendar.

ART

Enjoys art materials.
Shows creative ability.
Is growing in artistic ability.

Marking Period
1
2
3 4
5

6
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Marking Period

l

Area of Growth
MUSIC

Responds to rhythm.
Can sing with a group.

Able to sing a song alone.
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
I run, jump, s~ip, hop.

I throw and catch a ball.
I :play games with others.

ATTENDAijCE:

Days absent
Times Tardy

HEALTH

Sept.
Height~........--~........~ ~ - t -........~.~,:.-,c~.• -·.
Weight~..............~........~--+-~--,,............,.
.....
• ·:,o·;::';;;.,:'~t;:-.,

READING LEVEL
Readiag Readiness
Pre-primer_____, ..........:,. ......
, ::,...,. 1.,...,
__ _,.i_i!l!'O,ai!·~~-·""'··_
1.,i!;!
'r,,;·

2

3

4

5

6
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COMMENTS BY THE TEACHER

COMMENTS BY THE PARENTS

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

This paper is based upon three premises related to matters of
home-school relations, namely, there is (1) a need for parents and
teachers to bring about relatieasai;ps resaltiag in the optimum educational
growth of children, (2) a need for a m@re suitable method by which the
home can be informed in a m0re effeetii;'!Qie way aib0u,t the school program,

the time of parents as well as t:bte t./iit,[f ®.11i.1t e,n.,e,rgy 0f the teachers.

For

important and crucial undertakli,tq1f}·

schools are supplementing c0,m.,£eir:en,€•e.s w;;i,~l writtel'l. rep>0rts at present.
This practice has had greatest U1S·e j~;

'.~lli\e: p>}ll'U\'ary

graa,es.

There are many

advantages to be gained from thi:s ,JiW~t)lilre:ql 0,it t·ep,art img to parents.

The

fact that conferences generally c@;arStl®f~ a large amo'l.lnt of the teacher's
time is a major objection.

practice, very little if amy t!n;ri\t1T>1.-i,:ty exists in length or content.
Teachers have been all@wea c0~,le·te ft~eclom to plan and write their
letters to parents.

Evidem.ce gathered from a recent questionnaire study,

however, indicates that the parents highly approved the present form of
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reporting.
Due to an increase in the length of the school day during 19571958 school year, and due to the lack of released time for conferences,
it has not always been possible to give as careful consideration as the
teacher would wish to give to procedures of reporting.

The writer, a

teacher in the primary grades of Decatur_,,has been giving serious thought
to the problem of how time of conferences may be saved and the conference
made more effective for parents.

The handbook for parents could be one

answer to the preblem.
In recogr,iition of this need, the writer has prepared a body of
information that could serve as a starting point in the preparation of
a handbook for parents of children in primary grades.

This handbook

should help parem.ts to have a better understanding of the total program
and of the demands made upon children in the first grade.
Sch00l systems have tried a number of devices to meet this
situation and t0 find more efficient ways.

In a study of recent profes-

sional literature,the writer finds certain practices have been in use
which have merit.
1.

These are:

A group meeting early in the school year to ·

acq~aint parents with the procedures in the
first grade and for the discussion of any
pertinent problems.

2.

A handbook to be made available to parents
which will contain the aims of the first grade.

3.

A progress report which will simplify reporting

to parents, yet retain the personalized aspect
of it.
The writer favors any or all of these practices and would propose
that serious consideration be given to these by teachers in Decatur.
Before any of the above proposals could be discussed formally for oj,fie,cia.l
..--,

action, this responsibility will need to be delegated to a committee for
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further study ef the problems.

When this committee is organized for

action, the material from this study could be available as part of the
resources for the committee's use.
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APPENDIX I
The following letters are let.ters of inquiry that we sent out
to parents:

---------

Dear

The purpese of this letter ef inquiry which is being sent to
all parents 0f children who will attend the first grade at Mary W.
French School, is to find eut how we may give you the most pertinent
information at the individual conferences and through the written report
to parents.
As you k:aew our first cenference is held during the first
semester. Usually only <,me cenfere,111.ce is necessary. Do you feel it
would be profitable for the parea.ts ef first grade children to meet
as a group early in September (h-efare the first individual conference)
so that we might tell you 0£ the yearly program and answer some of the
questions you may have?
Will you reread y0ulr la•st report amd then comment freely upon
those things tkat yeu w0ula lik,e ta kB@W mere about concerning your
child's progress im the first g,rad:e? ®'e,el ,irete to comment upon any
topic of imp0rtaJil.,ce te ye·u. Yeil!} meea net sign your name to your replies.
Maw w;e have 1!:'ltis im.fe$aiti0,a within a week?
interest and c00,perati0,n.

Thank you for your

Sincerely yours,

---------

Dear

This letter of blqlllirY is be:in,g sent to the parents of children
who have been in the first grade at tltal!',y W. Frem.ch Schaal this past year. ,
Now that the eeaferences are 0v,er am.d cenference reports have
been read, will yeu cennnent freely "1-pe,m. those matters which you would
have liked to have hacl mere specifie iaformatien? Through your comments,
you will help us te give the pareats ef cb.ildren entering school in the
following years mere pert im.emt im.f0ma:t iar,i
0

Were there any tenns usecl im. ta.e reports that seemed vague? If
so, please state which @Bes they.were and h0w you interpreted them.
Were there any term,s tm.at were toe general? Which statements needed
further development?

After having reread the kindergarten and first grade reports,
do you reoogn.ize any continuity between them as far as work habits,
achievement, or social development are discussed? In which areas
have you noticed most progress? Where has there been a lack of
information in the following areas - - emo.tienal and social development,
health habits, academic achievement aad work habits, and special
aptitudes?
Would it be possible to give us this information within a
week? You need not sign yeur name. 'lhamk yeu fci>r your interest and
cooperatian.
Sim.cerely yours,

APPENDIX II
The following letters are answers to questionnaires that we
sent out:

----------

Dear

We feel that it is very interesting and alert of the school
system to investigate the progress,reperts of the first grade students.
The reports are very th0reagh and amazingly consistent from
kindergarten through first grade. ':Fne teachers are to be commended on
the splendid job of studying ~nd bli:erpreting the children, and summing
it up in a conference and on a 0ne-page report.
The only suggestiea teat we might have is that the written report
show more of a comparative study (i.eo How the child rates with higher
grade levels, how he rates with ais own group, students of his own age.)
We realize that tlilis is done to a certain extent in the personal
conference, but for reference and future comparison, it would be more
concrete and more certainly rememli>,ered if it were contained in the
written report.
Best wishes fer a grand S11lllmler!
Sincerely,

-----------

Dear

We were very satisfies with the reports in both kindergarten and
first grade. We feel that the type of report sent home must be a
tremendous uadertaking fer the teacher; but, at the same time, it gives
us the feeling that you really knew 0ur child and are· interested in him. ,
We are always amused at the way y@lil seem to know him even better than we
do sometimes. We canaot offer am.y Sllllgestions for improvements in the
report as it seemed, ,m,m1usually c0mplete to us.
We felt David devel0ped the most in confidence in the first grade.
In kindergarten he was qui.te shy al!>out talking before the class. Otherwise his kindergarten aad firs.t grade reports were quite similar. We
still haven't figured 0ut a way to keep him from .t.rying to make his class
mates laugh. D0 you think we should laugh at him more at home???
Sincerely,

:ff]

We were pleasantly surprised to find that the teacher was able
to know our child so well in the 11 short 11 year.
The conference report was a c0rrect analysis of abilities ,and
shortcomings. It was not a stereotyped report, but written with
knowledge and understanding.
It was obvieus that the teacaer was working to help the child
by teaching him to help himself.
We feel the conferemce and ce,m.:fferemce report is a satis;actory
method of reporting a child's pragress te the parents.
\

-----------

Dear

In re-reading the kin,<ll,er~ai~·fi:,e,m. a•lllid first grade reports, there
was definite contiauity. Wre fe,et ~~~\ti: . tt'J;,,,e w:erding was specific, ena0limg
us to help our child witt{m l,t,er s-,,,e,~!l~atl 11>t,0ilt>1Etms. We have notfoed most
improvement in work habits.
Health habits s@•em tt0 ih/aw1e,- ,~b,1e 1.east im.fonnatiGa, thanigh. it
doesn't seem necessary t0 e,J.L,ai~'1>Jil!'ia!~e, \lW'i~l!ieis,s a specific pr0bhm is present.
The combinati0~ 0,f c;i:li..,aJ ~tw'ii,l,,,.~)~e;a,Ges a-ad writtem re1'1l'i>rts surely
help the parents and teaciweit' eJ:0,<iifte~~;a,(t~ tlit!i:.Uy.

-----------

Dear

· }~,. ¢l~ll).,Jr.ii.a,uity as far ,
'·:n, a:ad first grade
cete.)~e,!il:, - seemed· to begin
a!&¢,W$'t.l\>med to what was

In reference t0 yow+ t.~,t~i~)j;;1 , ·
as work habits and secial 61!ew1e
··
were concerned. Th,ey beth, a/$
slowly and progress faste.r as m,e
expected of him.
I felt that there w~$ ~<i>
great deal of credit is d!,~e- tt:JJI..e
the parents has any i0rea wha,t y0'1lll
am very appreciative.

~t;t~i!\!·~aiti@/a in any areas, and a
l -i~el eertain that none of
t1l;wP@·~1~ cl:arb1g a year, but I for one,
•

g:0

Thank yeu for y0ur interest bl the pregress of the children and
education.
Sincerely,

-----------

Dear

In reply to your letters of inquiry concerning
wanted by parents, I can only sugiest that possibly an
aims or objectives to be covered in the first grade be
sent out to the parents. Also what would you like the
to help their child. Maybe they should be suggestions
parent could help their child.

information
outline of your
compiled and
parent to do
on how the

A meeting of all first grade parents would be fine and if the
above had been sent out, questions might come more freely.
I feel like I made a pest out of myself last year, but I was
interested, and therefore, was able to better understand Barbara Dale's
progress. However, if every parent did so it would be too much
interference for the teacher, so the outline and meeting would be fine
for such a parent.
Re-reading kindergarten and first grade reports, I feel that
everything was adequately covered, which is very much appreciated.
Sincerely,

-----------

Dear

Se far as we are concerned, all areas are well covered and I
surely felt free to ask for more . specific information where I have any
doubts both in kindergarten and first grade. I personally always just
hoped I was cerrect in assuming the teacher would be perfectly frank in
her criticism 0f my child and not feel need to 11 gloss over" faults.
I think progress was made in general in all areas and think
conferences are truJ;y helpful to all concerned.
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